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The paper treats approximations to stochastic difYerentia1 equations with 
both a diffusion and a jump component, and to associated functionals and 
partial-differential-integral equations of the (degenerate or not) elliptic or 
parabolic type. Approximations for the optimal control problem on such a model, 
or for the associated nonlinear partial-differential-integral equation are dis- 
cussed. The techniques are purely probabilistic and are extensions of those in [3], 
which dealt with the diiusion case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper treats approximations for the process (1.1) (terms to be defined 
below), and associated functionals, partial-differential-integral equations, and 
for certain optimal control problems (where f and k can depend on a control 
parameter u), 
X(t) = x + j’f(X(s)) ds + jt +W) MS) + jot j g(X(s-), 4 Q(da x ds), 
0 0 
t >, 0, (1.1) 
where Q(., *) is a Poisson measure, with associated Poisson process Q(t) = 
J’is aQ(da x ds). The process (1.1) is a widely used model for situations where 
there is a jump and a diffusion component to the process paths [I]. 
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Define T = inf{t: X(t) $ G), w h ere G is a given bounded open set, assume 
that Eg < co, and define the functional 
W = & s,’ 4-W) ds + J%GW). (1.2) 
Let Q(m) have jump rate c, and jump distribution p(.). Define the measures 
c$., *), 7~(.), f(x, .) and r(x, 0) by (for Bore1 A and t > S) 
+% [s, 4 = EQ(A x [s, 4) = n(A) (t - s), 
qx, A) = d-(x, A) = +: g(x, a) E A) = cp(a: g(x, a) E A). 
f(x, A) is the jump rate into A at t of the last integral in (l.l), when X(t) = x. 
Under certain smoothness assumptions on R(.), it satisfies 
~V4 + I‘ [P + 4 - Q41 f@, 3 + k(x) = 0, x E G, 
v4 = 6(x>, x4G (1.3) 
the term 9 is 
2 = c %(4 & + cl%> g 9 24x) = u(x) u’(x), 
i.j 3 i 
the differential generator of the diflirsion part of (1.1). We use the following 
conventions. If Q( *) jumps OL at time t, then in (1 .l), g(X(t-), a) is the increment 
of the integral at time t. Let Y(.) be constant on [tr , t.J. Then 
The integration is over (tr , t,] only. 
The main aim of the paper is to develop computable approximations to 
various functionals of (1. l), such as (1.2), with or without a control. The appro- 
ximations are also approximations to weak solutions of equations such as (1.3) 
(or their nonlinear counterparts in the controlled case). As in [2], we exploit 
the close relationship between (1.2) and (1.3) to develop approximations to both. 
The method can be used to approximate a broad variety of functionals of (1.1). 
(See Theorem 7.1.) Functional (1.2) is a very special case. 
The technique is like that used in [2] or in [3] (we use results in [3] whenever 
convenient) for functionals of diffusions, and for equations such as (1.3) without 
the integral term. See also [4], where a simpler jump problem is treated. By 
using suitable finite difference approximations to (1.3), we can construct a 
certain Markov chain. Suitable interpolations of the chain converge weakly to 
(l-l), and the chain can be used to compute approximations to (1.2) or (1.3) 
(or to other suitable path functionals). This is true whether or not (1.3) has a 
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smooth solution. Under conditions to be given below, the approximations 
converge to the correct values as the difference intervals go to zero. Actually, 
the difference method is only one of many that can be used-this will be clear 
in the sequel. The f.d. method is used only to get a “consistent” sequence of 
approximations to X(,). Any other technique for doing this can also be used. Iff 
and K depend on a control, then the technique is useful for the approximation of 
optimal controls. Then, the approximating chain becomes a controlled chain. 
See [2] or [3] for an introduction to the general technique and background. For 
simplicity, only the homogeneous case will be treated. The nonhomogeneous 
case and parabolic versions of (1.3) are treated similarly to the case here (see [3, 
Chap. 71). Also, reflecting boundaries can be added. 
ASSUMPTIONS. r and Y’ are given integers. 
(Al.l) f(.), a(.), A(.), $(.) are bounded continuous R’, T x r matrix, R, 
and R-valued functions, resp., on Rr; g(., .) is a bounded measurable Rr-valued 
function on R” x Rr’, and continuous in its first argument for each value of the 
second. 
(A1.2) Q(t), t E [0, co) is an R”-valued Poisson process with jump rate c, 
and jump distributionp(.). Let Q(& x ds) d enote the associated Poisson measure 
[l] or [5, Chap. 6]. Let w(.) be a standard Rc-valued Wiener process independent 
of Q(.)- 
(Al .3) The process (1.1) has a unique nonanticipative solution, for each 
nonanticipative (with respect to w( .), Q( ., .)) ini ia condition x, with and without t 1 
the jump term. By uniqueness, we mean that the solutions-for any w(.), 
Q(., .) satisfying (Al.2)~all induce the same measure on Dr[O, co) (see [3] or 
[q for a discussion of D[O, oo), the space of right continuous functions with 
left-hand limits). If c < 00, then (Al .3) holds if it holds with g = 0. 
(A1.4) (To be dropped in Section 8; see (2.1) for Qh(x)) 
sup(h2/Q,(x)) ---f 0 as h -+ 0. 
z 
(A1.5) E,T < co for values x of interest. 
Section 2 introduces the finite difference approximation and relates it to a 
Markov chain. The finite difference solution is a functional of the chain. In 
Sections 2 and 3, a continuous time interpolation of the chain is introduced. 
The interpolated process has a diffusion, drift, and jump component, and Section 
4 discusses the properties of the weak limit of the jump component, and also 
shows that the weak limit (as the finite difference interval goes to 0) of the 
interpolation is the process (1.1). Section 5 discusses an alternative representation 
of the jump component, which is particularly useful in approximations to 
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optimal control problems for controlled versions of (1. l), or for certain nonlinear 
forms of (1.3). The section also contains an alternative Markov chain with which 
the computation is a little simpler. The case c = cc is treated in Section 6, and 
Section 7 deals with the convergence of functionals of the chain (or of the finite 
difference approximation) to functionals of (1.1). In Section 8, we develop an 
alternative continuous time interpolation, which is a Markov jump process and 
which also converges weakly to (1.1). A s with the earlier interpolation, the finite 
difference solution-or chain functional-is also a functional of the interpolated 
process, and this functional converges to the correct functional of (l.l), as the 
finite difference interval goes to 0. The limit functional is the desired solution. 
Section 9 contains some remarks on the optimal control problem. 
2. THE DISCRETE APPROXIMATION 
Until Section 6, we assume c < co. The operator in (1.3) will be discretized 
using the f.d. (finite difference) approximations of [2] or [3, Chap. 6.21, for 
V,l(.), Vzjzj(.). Let1 h = finite difference interval, and ei = unit vector in ith 
coordinate direction. Let R,T = finite difference grid on R', and define 
Gh = R,,* n G. A convenient way to discretize the integral in (1.3) is as follows. 
For each set of integers2 j, ,...,jr and “finite difference box,” bh (jl ,...,j,) = 
I-Ii=, (j$ - h,j&], let j,‘h ,..., j,‘h d enote the grid point in the closure of the 
box which is closest to the origin. Define 
Th(%jl ,...,jJ = p, bh(jl Y.,j,)). 
Then approximate the integral in (1.3) by 
By the approximation, any jump into the box is remapped into h’,...,j,‘, the 
“closet” point in the box to the origin. Many other conventions will work as well. 
The one above was chosen for definitemess. 
Define 
We always suppose that Qh(x) > 0, and that uii(.z) - xi+j,j 1 qj(x)/ > 0 for 
each i. Substituting the approximations for 2 and (2.1) into (1.3), multiplying 
1 For simplicity, we let h be independent of the direction. More general schemes are 
possible. 
2 The ji can be positive, negative, or zero. 
4o9/6313-16 
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each term by h”, defining” p”(,, .) as in [3, Chap. 6.21, or as in [2], collecting 
terms and denoting the f.d. approximation to V(.) by I’*(.), we get (the sum 
over & denotes the sum over all combinations) 
i.i 
i#j 
+ Ch2 c P(X,jl ,...,j?) v-h 
il....& 
(x+~eijih)+h2k(x), 
x~Gh> Vh(x) = 4(x), ~6%. 
We can work with (2.2) or with various approximations to (2.2). Equation 
(2.2) will be put into a slightly more convenient form. Define UP = 
h”/[Q*(x) + ch21, 
fj”(x) = 1 - (Q&)/[Q&) + ch21) = cW$, (2.3a) 
P”(x) = 1 - exp - cdt*(~). (2.3b) 
Rewrite (2.2) as (for x E Gh) 




,,c ,, rh@,jl p-.s j+) V* x + c e,jlh + At*(x) k(x), (2.4) 
. . 1 )I 
where P is p or p. If P is used. then (2.4) = (2.2). The P and p are first-order 
approximations (in At) to each other; the limits do not depend on which is used. For 
notational definiteness we use (2.3b) (which seems to give better numerical 
results also). 
Suppose that the rh, P*, ph are defined on all grid points x (or grid point pairs 
for ph) on R,?. Then the coefficients in (2.4) have the following interpretation. 
The ph(x, y) are in [0, l] and sum to unity over y, for each x, and so do the 
rh(x, j, ,..., j7) (summed over j, ,..., j,). Also, P*(x) E [0, 11. Thus, the system 
{p”(x, y), P”(x)> has the following interpretation in terms of a Markow chain 
{Enh} on the state space R,‘. Let fnh = x. Then w.p. (1 - P”(x)), use the 
s In particular, ph(x, y) = 0 unless y = x f e,h, or (for i # j) x f e& * ejh or 
x f e,h F e,h. 
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transition probabilities {p”(x, y), y E Rhr}, and w.p. P*(X), use P(x,jl ,...,j,) = 
W$l = x + zi eiji’h 1 tnh = x}. In th e second instance, we say that the 
process has jumped at n + 1, even if all ji’ are zero. 
Let N,, = min(n: tnh $ Gh}. Assume, only for the moment, that 
E,N, < co. 
Then (2.4) has a unique solution which is 
Nh-1 
v"(x) = E, C GA) Atnh + Ed(&), 
Tl=O 
(2.5) 
where Atnh = Ath(fmh). 
We will next develop a convenient representation for the {fnh} process, and 
then prove various properties of the weak limits, ultimately showing that (when 
suitably interpolated), the chains converge weakly to the solution to (1. l), and 
P(X) + R(x), as h --+ 0. Similarly, many other functionals of X( .) can be 
approximated by functionals of { tnh}, with convergence as h + 0 (Theorem 7.1). 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE {tnh} PROCESS 
We have (see [2] or [3, Chap. 61, for the calculation in the “no jump” case), 
EL5!i+, - enA 1 E,,’ = x, no jump at n + l] = f (x) At*(x), (3.1) 
Covar[tz+, -&“/[nh=~,nojumpatn+l] 
= CA@> At*(X) (3.2)* 
= 24x) A+) + At+) [h f(x) -f (x).f ‘(x) At+)]. 
Define finA = t”,,, - fnh - f (5,“) Atnh, where if there is a jump at n + 1, 
we alter the definition and assume (to calculate flnh only) that [i+, evolves from 
5nh as though there were no jump. Henceforth, let us fix the initial condition 
x = toA. Write 
Enh = x + F,,h i- JLh + Jnh - GA, 
S-1 n-1 
Fn* = C f (5i”) Atih, &ah = c PiA, 
60 i=O 
72-l n-1 n-1 
Jnh = C [t:+l - (,“I Ii”, EnA = 1 [f (6;) At; + ,!3”] Ii” E= c E:, (3.3) 
i=O i=O i=O 
where Iih = 1 if there is a jump at i + 1, and is zero otherwise. 
4 f(x) is the diagonal matrix with ith entry 1 f&v)/. 
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Define the piecewise constant interpolations Eh( -), Fh( .), etc., exactly as done in 
[2] or [3, Chap. 61; e.g., define t,L” -2 /YyIi dtih, and set P(t) := F,” on [t,Lh, 
tz,,). Define mih and am,” = mth -- mFPd_, , i > 2, and mlh = 6mlh, to be the 
ith jump time and interjump interval, resp., for {tnh}. Let 7ih and 6~~~ == 
.j- ?l - J7g z 2-r , i > 2, and 7rh ::-: &r ‘& be the ith jump time and interjump interval, 
resp., for t/l(.). Define R-1. A: [0, ‘m). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under (Al.I), (A1.2), and (A1.4), the sequence {CD”(.), &jil, 
i = l,.,. } my {p( .), Fh(.), Bh(.), Jh(.), Eh( .), &rjh, i -= I, 2 ,... } is tight5 on 
P[O, co) x (R+)%. Also Eh(.) converges to the zero process as h + 0. 
Proof. Tightness of {IP(.)} and the last assertion follow from 
ki E y:+ j Eh(t)j2 = 0, each T < co. 
\ 
Tightness of (Fh(.), Bh(.)) is proved as in [3, Theorem 6.3.11. The average 
number of jumps of J*( .) on [0, t] is 
A,“=ExI (lump at JhhG) i 
=EcI i Vi%) (1 - exp - cd tP,) < ct. 
Boundedness of g( ., .) and (3.4) imply tightness of {J*( .)}, since (3.4) implies that 
the average number of jumps on any finite interval is bounded independently of 
h. Tightness of {[“(.)} follows from the above tightness results. Let B(h) denote 
any function such that B(h) --f 0 as h ---f 0. Finally, we can show that (see, e.g., 
the calculations in proof of Theorem 4.1) 
P{~T~~ 3 T} < eecT + B(h), each T< co, 
which implies tightness of (6~~~, i > l> for any sequence h + 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume (Al.l), (A1.2), and (A1.4). Let h index a weakly 
convergent subsequence of (6’“) = {@(.), hih, i 3 l}. Denote the limit process by 
@ = (@(.), ki , i > 1). Th e p recess @( .) can be chosen to have right continuous 
paths, also 
E(t) == x + F(t) + B(t) + J(t), 
whet-e F(t) = J~f(S(s)) d s, and there is a standard Wiener process W( .), with 
respect to which all the other terms of 6 are nonanticipative and 
B(t) = Jot 4Ys)) dW4 t < 00, w.p.1. 
5 We say that the sequence of processes is tight if the corresponding sequence of 
measures is tight. 
6 By nonanticipative 7i we mean that the process Ii(.) with values Ii(t) = It,*< tl is 
nonanticipative. 
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Note. All the jumps of J(.) occur at the {TJ, ri = &, 8~~ , i 3 1, but there 
can be a jump of zero magnitude at any ri . For later use (and until mentioned 
otherwise), we say that J(.) or t(.) jump at each r,-even if the jump is of zero 
magnitude. Thus, J( .) jumps at t, if t = ri f or some i. Using Skorokhod imbedding, 
fh(~~~) - th(7i-) + &T~) - [(TV-) = 8((Ti) w.p.1, as h + 0, each i. Also, to 
get W(.) we may have to augment the probability space by adding an indepen- 
dent Wiener process. 
Proof. The continuity, martingale, and representation properties of B(.) 
are proved as in [3, Theorems 6.3.1 and 6.3.21. In the proof of the latter theorem, 
we replace th(si) and [(si) by (th(si), Jh(si), 7i h n t) and (&), J(Q), pi n t), 
resp., and use only times si at which [(.), J(.) are continuous w.p.1. The rest of 
the details are omitted. 
Note that: 
W4 = -k IO’* W’W) ds + -&W(P~), (3.5) 
where ph = min{t: fh(t) $ G} = tkh . The representation (3.5) for Va(.) in 
terms of a functional of t”( .) is critical for our method, because we show that the 
representation (3.5) actually converges to R(x). This also holds for the inter- 
polation of Section 8. 
4. PROPERTIES OF J(.) 
In this and in the next section, we will give two methods for showing that 
there is a Poisson measure Q(., .) with the same properties as Q(., .) (and a 
corresponding Poisson process Q( .)) such that W( .) and Q( .) are independent and 
J(t) = I-)- g(5(s-),4 &da x 4, t < co, w.p.1. 
Let anh denote the u-algebra determined by {cjh, j < n, and rnih n rz, all j}. 
Let C@(t) be the a-algebra determined by {Eh(s), s < t, and Tih I? t, all j}. Let 
9(t), Yjh and 9j , resp., be the u-algebras determined by (Q(s), s < t, and Tj n t, 
allj}, {th(s), s < Tag, and Tag, h <j>, and {Q(s), s < Tj , and Tk , k <j}, resp. Let 
N(t, t + d] and Nh(t, t + d], resp., denote the number of jumps of t(.) and 
f”(.), resp., in the interval (t, t + d], d > 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (Al.l), (A1.2), and (A1.4) and consider the convergent 
subsequence of Theorem 3.2. Then 
P,(,){N(t, t + A] = O> = exp - CA, 
P.m,W(t, t + Al = 1) = CA + o(A), 
P.m,W(t, t + AI > 1) = o(A), 
(4.1) 
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where the o(A) are uniform in w, t. The {ST,}, 8ri :--- 7i - 7ipl , are independent, and 
each is exponentially distributed with mean 1 jc. Also, 
Pspi{S&) == ((TV) - &-) E A} == p{w g(&-), a) E A} = T([(T~-), A) (4.2) 
w.p.1, for each Bore1 set A E R’. 
Proof. Part 1. We first prove the analog of (4.1) for t*(.). Fix h, and define 
Ii1 , Ii, , Iis , Ii4 to be the indicators of the sets ((t, s] = empty if s < t), 
Sir = {P(.) jumps in (t, tlr]}, 
&, = {t”(e) jumps at tih}, 
Sj3 = (t”(e) jumps in [ti”,l , t + Al), 
Si, = {tjh E (t, t + A]}. 
Note that Si, is L& measurable. Now 
Pa”ct,Wh(t,  + AI 3 2) = Eahctj 1 I& - Ii,, I&, 
< EdhttJ ;: Ij,U - Ii,, I,,@ + W)) (4.4) 
i 
< ?A2 + .9(h), 
Pg&Vh(t, t + AI = 1) = Egnct, c (1 - Ii,> I& - Ii,> Ii4 . (4.5) 
z 
Using 1 - CA + B(h) < Eair( 1 - Ii3) < I, and (which follows from (4.4)) 
Eahttj c IJj21i, = O(A2) + W4, 
we get that the rhs of (4.5) is 
CA + O(A2) + B(h). 
By (4.3) and the weak convergence, 
Pit(.) jumps at t} = 0, each t < co. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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Thus, for each t, t(e) is continuous at t, w.p.1. Define &(t, t 2 A ; x(.)) to be 
the function on D’[O, co) x (I?+)” = S which is 1 if there are i jumps of x(.) on 
(t, t + A], and is zero otherwise. The generic element of S is x(.), 
(Soi , i = 1, 2,...} where Sad is the ith interjump interval for a zero or a nonzero 
jump value. Then, by (4.7), the function is continuous w.p.1 on S, with respect 
to the t(.), {STY} measure. 
Let m( .) denote a bounded continuous real-valued function on the appropriate 
space, q and t, ,..., t, < t arbitrary, and note, by (4.3)-(4.7) and the weak 
convergence, 
(4.8) 
as h + 0. 
The Ii in the Ihs of (4.8) can be replaced by (1 - CA + O(A2) + B(h)) when 
i = 0, and by CA + O(A2) + B(h) when i = 1. 
The same replacements (without the B(h)) can be made in the rhs of (4.8). 
Consequently, we have the relation (i = 0 or 1) 
Em(&), TV n t,j < q)A(t, t + A; 5C.l) 
= ht(s(t,), 7i n t,i G 4) &dW, t + AI = 9 
= Em(.$i), TV n t,j < q) [(l - CA + o(A)) or (CA -t o(A))l, 
which, together with the arbitrariness of m(.), q, and ti , i < q, imply that (4.1) 
holds with right-hand sides, 1 - CA + o(A), CA + o(A), o(A), resp. From this, 
it is easy to show that (4.1) holds as stated. The sentence following (4.1) follows 
from (4.1). 
Part 2. Fix i and let A be a closed Bore1 set in R’ such that it is the 
closure of its interior and 
(i.e., if q has the distribution p(.) and is independent of f(Ti-), then 
P{g(&Ti-), q) E aA> = 0). Then 
for ahOSt all ~(Ti-)VSlUeS,(5('),Ti measure). 
(4.9) 
By (4.9), and the convergence th(Ti”) -+ [(TV-) w.p.1 (Skorokhod imbedding 
used), and the properties of A and aA, 
P(a: g($(+), 4 E A) -+ $‘(a: cd&-), a) E 4 (4.10) 
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for almost all .$T~--) values ([(,), i 7 measure). Now, note the following (m(.), q, 
are as in Part I, and the tj are <co): 
The lhs of (4.11) converges to 
= Em(6(ti n TV-), 7j n 7i , j < q) Pgi(@(7J E A}. 
(4.12) 
Also 
Rg7ptih E 4 --t P@ g(&$-), 4 E 4 (4.13) 
(a Z& measurable function) for almost all t(~~-) values ([(.), ri measure). Thus, 
the lhs of (4.11) also converges to (4.12) with the rhs of (4.13) replacing the 
indicator in (4.12). Now, the arbitrariness of m(.), 4, tj , j < Q, implies (4.2) 
for A of the chosen class. Since such A generate the Bore1 algebra over R*, 
(4.2) holds as stated. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under (All) to (A1.4), 5(a) and X(.) (given ~JJ (1.1)) induce 
the same measure on D’[O, CO). 
Proof. Define a jump time of X(.) to be a jump time of Q(.). Then the iner- 
jump times for X(s) are mutually independent, and exponentially distributed 
with mean value l/c. 
Furthermore, the conditional distribution of the value of the ith jump of 
X( .) (given X(s), s < ith jump time, and jth jump time, i < i) is the same as for 
[(a). Between jumps the processes evolve as diffusions. Thus, by (A1.3), the 
induced measures are the same for [(.) and X(.). In particular, the t(.) measure 
does not depend on the subsequence. Q.E.D. 
5. AN ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATION FOR J"(a) AND P"(a) 
The representation to be developed in this section is particularly useful when 
we treat the control case, for it will allow us to prove optimality theorems along 
the lines of those in [3, Chap. 8 and 91. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume (Al.l), (A1.2), and (A1.4). Let &h(v) and Qh(., *) 
denote a Poisson process (and corresponding measure) satisfving (A1.2). Then we 
can write 
&zh = x + F,zh + Kh -I- fnh + kh, (5.1) 
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where Eh(.), the intezpoZation of {I!?~~}, converges weakly to the zero process and 
(5.2) 
and &( .) is tight on D[O, co). 
(The integrations $il are always over the interval (tih, t,“,,]. Only the jumps 
of Q(G) on (tjh, ti”,J plai a role. Define th(O-) = (h(O), etc.) 
PJP. Define Sib = min{t: t > tih, gh(t) - &h(f) # 01, and 
Then, for any Bore1 set A, 
and 
(5.3a) 
P{j> + iih E bh(j, ,...,j,) 1 [jh,j < i, Sib < $11 
(5.3b) 
Let us construct a new chain, also called (f,“}, as follows. If &h(a) does not 
jump in (tzh, tF+J, then let [f+r evolve from &h using the Markov law p”(., .), as 
before. If &h(.) does jump in (tjh, tF+J, then set ti”,r - tth = (jl’h,...,j,.‘h) if 
jib $ &.h E bh(f.fi j E, r ,...,j,). The law of the new chain is exactly the same as the 
law of the former chain. 
The difference Cih = (fi”,, - fib) Itj”mo at i+Il - (jib + Eih) is due to the 
method of discretizing the jumps, and (Eh(*)) converges weakly to the zero 
process, as h -+ 0. Define &’ = -cih + Sjh + zih, with interpolation i@(.). 
Then (5.1) holds, and &(.) -+ zero process weakly, as h -+ 0. Tightness of 
{4h(,)) follows from the properties of (&y *)}. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 5.1, and Zet7 g(., .) be 
continuous. Then (fh(.), Bh(*), fh(-), .Z?h(,), @(.)I is t@ht on D4r+r’[0, CD). Let h 
’ The continuity (also in Theorems 6.1 and 8.2) can be removed by use of a more 
“careful” choice of the discretization for the jump. 
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index a convergent subsequence, with limit t(.), B( .), I(.), 0, &(.). Then &(.) is a 
Poisson process of the type of (A1.2) (with corresponding Poisson measure o(., .)), 
and there is a standard Wiener process W(.) ( we may possibly have to augment the 
space, by adding an independent Wiener process) such that &(.) and W(.) are 
independent, t( .), B(.), J( ,) are nonanticipative with respect to Q(.) and W(.), and 
E(t) = x + /*f (E(s)) ds + B(t) t- J(t), (5.4) 
0 
B(t) = lt +Ys)) dW(s), (5.5) 
J(t) = s,‘, &W 4 &@a x W (5.6) 
Proof. The tightness follows from Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. Also, Q(.) is a 
Poisson process of the asserted type since each Qh(.) is. The representation (5.4) 
follows from the weak convergence. 
A modification of the proof of Theorem 6.3.2 in [3] yields that B(.) :s a 
continuous martingale with respect to {d(t)}, where d(t) is the smallest u-algebra 
which measures t(s), J(s), Q(s), s < t. The quadratic covariation of B(.) is 
si 2a(f(s)) ds. Augment the probability space by adding $(.), an independent 
Wiener process, and let g(t) be the smallest o-algebra which measures t(s), J(s), 
Q(s), #(s), s < t. By the method of Chapter 1.4.4 and Theorem 6.3.2 of ‘[3], we 
obtain a W(.) ( nonanticipatively) from f( .), B( .) such that {W(t), a(t)> is a 
Wiener process and (5.5) holds for all t, w.p. 1. This, together with the fact that 
&h(.) is a Poisson process, implies that {Q(t + s) - Q(t), W(t + s) - W(t), 
s > 0} is independent of {Q(u), W(u), u < t} for each t. Thus {W(.), Q(.)} has 
independent increments (see also Section 9) and since W(.) is continuous and 
s(.) is a pure jump process, by Gikhman and Skorokhod [5, p. 2711, they are 
mutually independent. 
We have only to prove the representation (5.6). Define ((O-) = f(O), and 
&A = nf Ii*+’ [g(t(W, 4 - g(W, 41 Q@ x 4, 
i-0 id 
and let A@, .), Ah(d, .) denote the functions whose values are given by the 
A,* and A:‘, on the time interval [nd, n d + d), resp. We can show that 
(using Skorokhod imbedding) 
lim A(A, a) = zero process w.p.l., 
A-10 
5~ t-i Ah(A, a) = zero process w.p.1. 
+ 
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Thus, to prove (5.6), we only need to show‘that 
B(A, h, i) = s”,“‘” g(pfiA), a) &h(da x ds) -+ jiYA g(&iA), B) &(dol x ds) 
= B(A, i), w.p.l., 
for each d, i (Skorokhod imbedding assumed, as usual, where convenient). 
Now 
w, 4 i) = c g(5h(w, 4jh), 
iCA 
where qjh (resp. qj) are the jth jumps of @( .) and &(.), resp., and, by j E rl, 
we mean that we sum over only thej for which thejth jump occurs in the interval 
(i&id + A]. 
By weak convergence, we have qjh --f qj , eh(zil) -+ [(id) (w.p.l), and using 
the fact that P(jump of &(e) a z t ‘d or id + d} = 0, and the continuity ofg(., .) we 
get that 
B(A) h, i) + B(A , i) w.p.1, as h-+0. Q.E.D. 
Remark on a useful representation for {Snh}. Augment the space on which 
{fnh} are defined by adding an independent standard Rr-valued Wiener process 
#(.). In Theorem 6.6.1 of [3] (whereg(., .) = 0), it was shown that we can write 
(for some (cnh>) 
Bnh = 451h) SWnh + %ah, 
where the interpolation of enh converges weakly to the zero process and 6 Wnh 
(and l ,h) depend on &,h, pnh, #(tt+J - $(tnh). Also, the process Wh(.), defined 
by the interpolation of Wfih = xrlO1 6 Wnh, converges weakly to a standard 
R’-valued Wiener process W(.), and (5.5) holds with this W(.). We can do the 
same thing here, defining 8Wnh exactly as it was defined in [3, Theorem 6.6.11, 
and Theorem 5.2 holds if W( .) is constructed as a limit of { urh(.)}. We then can 
write 
for some {Enh} such that Eh( .) -+ zero process weakly, as h -+ 0. 
Remarks on an alternative chain to that of Section 2. It is conceivable that the 
coefficients of all terms in (2.2) such that xi ei ji’ = 0, are not zero. Then, when 
there is a jump, the jump could be strictly zero. If these probabilities are small, 
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then it is not important-but, if not, then we may be able to save some computa- 
tion by using a slightly different chain {tn”}. Define 
c(x) =:= cp{a: g(x, a) # O}, 
&, A) = j+x: g(x, a) E A - (O))jp(ol: g(x, CY) f O}. 
Assume that E(.) is continuous. Equation (1.3) can be written as 
ZJp) + s(x) J[V(x + a) - V(x)] qx, da) + k(x) = 0. W9 
Now, proceeding exactly as was done in Section 2, and defining 
At”(x) =W[Q&) ++) h21, 
P”(x) = 1 - exp - E(x) LlP(X), 
yields (2.4), where all other terms are as defined there, except that fh (defined as 
rh was defined, but using i=’ in lieu of lJ replaces rh there. 
The dth(z) are larger than before-since we have eliminated the zero jumps. 
With the new definitions, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid. Theorem 4.1 needs 
to be modified as follows. Here, let ur ,..., denote the times of the actual (not 
zero) jumps of E(.), and let ai be the smallest u-algebra which measures t(s), 
s < oi , aj , i 6 i. The second line of (4.1) remains valid, if c is replaced by 
~([(t)), and the third line remains valid. The right side of the first line of (4.1) 
must be replaced by 
s 
t+A Et(t) exp - @(s)) & t (5.9) 
where t(.) is a diffusion process dt =f($) dt + o([) dw on [t, a), with initial 
condition E(t), but which is otherwise independent of [(.). 
Equation (4.2) must be replaced by (what is expected) 
(5.10) 
for each Bore1 A. 
Theorem 4.2 also remains valid for the following reason. Between jumps, both 
X(.) and t(.) b e h ave as diffusions, and the conditional distribution of the jumps 
is the same, where we now define a jump to be an actual nonzero jump (of f(.) 
or of X(.)). Furthermore, the distribution of the interjump times is the same for 
both, namely, 
P{u~+~ - ui > t I 4(s), s < ui , 5(q) = y> = EQ exp - I t 4%)) 6 
(5.11) 
0 
which is also the corresponding distribution for X( .). 
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The details are similar to those of the foregoing proofs, except for (5.9) and 
(5.11), which are a little more involved. Also, the construction of (5.7) can be 
carried out for the new chain, and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 remain valid. 
6. THE CASE c = co 
We now consider the case where the jump rate is infinite, but where “most” 
jumps are very small. 
Assume 
(A6.1) n(A) < co for each closed A which is disjoint from the origin. 
(Then, for each E > 0, r(.) is a finite measure on Rr - {x: 1 x 1 < c}.) 
(A6.2) There is a real K such that 1 g(x, a)1 < K 1 a j . 
(A6.3) 
Other sets of assumptions, besides (A6.1-A6.3) can be used. For example, 
each component of the vector Q(.) can be treated separately with the appro- 
priate assumptions on g(., .), 
For each E > 0, let gc(., +) denote a function satisfying (Al.l) and (A6.2) (K 
independent of E), and which is zero when 1 01 1 < 42, and equal to g(., .) for 
( a! ) 3 E. If f(x, RC) = CO f or some X, then we would have A@(X) = 0, and the 
approximation procedure in Section 2 has to be modified. (This makes intuitive 
sense, for the interpolation interval should decrease as the jump rate increases.) 
Choose some sequence (to be further restricted below) eh -+ 0, as h -+ 0, and 
define p,(x, A) = ZT(CL: gG(x, a) E A). With difference interval /r, we discretize 
(6.1) in Iieu of the current form of (1.3). 
Li?V(x) + j [I+ + a) - V(x)] li,,(x, da) + K(x) = 0, x E G. 
Define pt(x,jl ,..., jr) as I’*(%, jr ,..., jr) was defined, but using p<, in lieu of r. 
Define c~(x) = Ctjij f$f, jl ,..., j,.), where the sum is over all (j, ,..., jj) for 
which (j,’ ,..., jr‘) # 0. The jumps of zero value are to be defeted, and we wiII use 
W-4 = h2/[Q&) + h2c&)l, 
P”(x) = [l - exp - ch(x) AP( or k&9 d %41? 
analogously to (2.3). 
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Define p”(~, y) as in Section 2. Then we get the discretized form (2.4), but with 
fi,$wi ,...> j,)/ch(x), ch(x) and the new AC(X) and P”(X) replacing P(x, j, ,. . . , i,.), 
c and the former dP(x) and P”(X). 
THEOREM 6.1. Choose E,, such that 
max cB(x) dth(x) + 0, 
2 
max +a: j DI 1 > ~/2) dth(x) ---f 0, as h ---t 0. 
2 
Assum@ (Al.]) to (A1.4) and (A6.1) to (A6.3). Then (omitting the assertions 
concerning Srih and 8~~) Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 5.1, and 5.2 (z..g(., .) is continuous) 
continue 50 hold: in Theorems 5.1, 5.2 we need to add to (the previously defined) 
,?I?~(.) a process Ah( .), which also tends to zero weakly as h -+ 0. Also, the remarks 
after Theorem 5.2, concerning Wh( .) and its limit W(.), continue to hold. 
Proof. Tightness of {P( .), P(.)} f 11 o ows from Theorem 3.1. The value of 
l h is chosen to assure that Eh( .) ( see Theorem 3.1) converges to the zero process. 
Let J”*“(.) denote Jh(.), b t h u w ere all jumps of absolute magnitude <S are 
deleted. Then by Theorem 3.1, for each 6 > 0, {J”*“(.)} is tight. By (A6.2)- 
(A6.3), there is a real ICI such that for each T < oc), 6 > 0, 
The last two sentences imply that, for any subsequence of {J”(.)} we can find a 
further subsequence that converges weakly in 07[0, 00). Since tightness is used 
only to get weak convergence, we can assume that {J”(e)} is tight. Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 (except for the assertions concerning &ih, 8~~) follow from these remarks. 
For Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 (with the appropriate generalization of (A1.2)) 
define gih using gC,(., .) in lieu of g( ., .), and define sib = min{t: t > tih, 
1 &h(t) - @(t-)1 3 9J2). Define 
s et1 ;.h = k,,(lih, a) - g(tih, 41 $h+ x d4, ih 
n-1 
lip = c Eih. 
j=O 
We continue to define jib using g( ., .), as in (5.2). Both eh(.) and Eh(.) --+ zero 
process as h -+ 0, by (A6.1) to (A6.3). Modify &,” in (5.1) by adding I&h. Then 
Theorem 5.1 continues to hold. 
* Where (A1.2) is modified to take account of the jump properties of o(*) assumed in 
this Section. 
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For Theorem 5.2, the assertions there concerning &I, +) and Ah@, .) con- 
tinue to hold in the present case, and we only outline the convergence of 
I?@, h, i) to B(d, i). By (A6.1) to (A6.3), both 
E c I MW9> qC)l > E 1 I &3i4 4311 
jOA jOA 
l4,W lq,l<6 
tend to zero as 6 + 0, uniformly in h. So we only need to show convergence when 
j qi / and / qia 1 are restricted to be 28, for 6 arbitrarily close to zero. Choose any 
6 > 0 such that a(or: 1 011 = 6) = 0. Th en, by a weak convergence argument 
(using Skorokhod imbedding), as in Theorem 5.2, we get 
2 &%i4 PA + 2 d5W SJ 
IQj”1>6 IQjl>6 
w.p.l,ash-+O. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The fact that Theorem 5.2 holds implies that E(e) and X(.) have 
the same distributions under (A1.3) if g(., .) is continuous. Suppose that t*(.) 
is constructed by the discretization of this section, but without assuming con- 
tinuity of g(., .) in the second argument. Then Theorem 4.2 still holds. The 
proof is more complicated and is omitted. 
7. CONVERGENCE OF THE FUNCTIONALS Vh(x) TO R(x) 
The chain { tnh} can be used to approximate a large class of functionals of X( .), 
and of solutions to equations such as (1.3). 
THEOREM 7.1 (see [3, Theorem 6.4.11 and [6, Chaps. 2 and 41). Under 
(Al.l) to (A1.4) (und(A6.1)-(A6.3), ;fc = CO), ifF(*) is any real-etaluedbounded 
and measurable function on D’[O, co) which is a.e. continuous with respect to the 
measure induced by [( .) OY X( .), with initial condition x, then 
Ez.W’(~)) + EF(f((-I), as h - 0. 
The theorem holds if uniform integrability of {F(th( .))I replaces boundedness, and the 
convergence is uni@m on compact x sets. 
To treat V”(x) -+ R(x), in particular, some more conditions are needed, since 
we need to know that our functionals are a-e. continuous (as in the theorem) 
and that the approximations are uniformly integrable. Define T(.): Dr[O, 03) -+ 
[0, co] by T(x(.)) = inf{t: x(t) $ G}. We need to assume that 
(A7.1) T(.) is continuous w.p.1. (X(.) measure, X(0) = x); i.e., that, 
w.p.l., there are no path tangencies at the point of contact of X(+) with aG. 
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We also need that 
(A7.2) Ezph is uniformly bounded in h (to get uniform integrability). This 
is implied by 
$iP,{escape time of X(.) from e s< T) > 0 
for some T < co. See [3, Chap. 6.41. 
Now, under conditions (Al. 1) to (Al .4) (and (A6.1) to (A6.3), and continuity9 
of g( *, e), if c = co), and (A7.1)-(A7.2), and [“( .) = x, we have that ch( .) + [( .) 
(which has the law of X(.), X(0) = x) as h + co, and 
in distribution (and the mean values also converge; i.e., P(X) + R(x)), as 
h + 0. 
8. AN ALTERNATIVE MARKOV JUMP PROCESS INTERPOLATION eh(.) 
In [3] and in Section 2, the interpolation [“(.) is constant on time intervals 
{dtih}. Given tih = x, the interpolation interval [tdh, tf+i) is known, and fh(.) 
is not a Markov process. For some purposes, it would be convenient if t”(s) 
were Markovian. In this section, a right continuous Markov interpolation, with 
random (exponentially distcributed) interpolation intervals, will be developed. 
It has the additional advantage that sup,dP(~) need not be finite, and the 
condition (A1.4) can be dropped. We assume c < co, although there is an ana- 
logous development for the case of Section 6. Unless otherwise specified, symbols 
retain their earlier definitions. First, the simple case g(., .) = 0 will be treated. 
Case I. g(., .) = Q(.) = 0 (the case of [3, Chap. 61). Let UP = h2/Qh(x). 
Define E”(.) (we use the same symbol for the new interpolation) to be a Markov 
jump process as follows. Let &P(t) be the smallest u-algebra which measures 
fh(s), s < t, set ‘o h = 0 and, for i > I, let 7ih and 7ih - &r = 6rih denote the 
ith jump time and interjump time, resp., of [“(.). Assume that 
P{p(*) changes in (t, t + d] l@‘“(t), th(t) = x} = 1 - exp - (d/dP(x)), 
P{$(Tih) - 5h(T;4) = y I 5h(4-l) = 4 = P”(& Y), all x, y. (8.1) 
8 Theorem 6.1 assumed the continuity, but Theorem 4.2 still holds when c = CO, 
although the proof was not given. Under (the extended) Theorem 4.2, the continuity of 
g(., .) can be dropped, in favor of (Al.l). 
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BY @.l), 
EIT;++l - Tih 1 P(s), s < Ti”] = dth(fh(qh)). 
Owing to (8.2), and to the law of Eh(ri”) - Eh(&), the solution to (2.4) 
(P(.) = c = rh = 0 here) still has the representation (3.9, where ph is the escape 
time of the new f”(.) from G. The fact that P(X) still has the representation (3.5) 
is critical for our method. This, together with the (to be proved under (A1.3)) 
fact that the sequence of new “random” interpolations converges weakly to 
(1. l), implies that the results of Section 7 still hold for our new interpolation. 
This justifies the use of this new interpolation also. Thus: cost functional for 
chain = cost functional for interpolation, which, in turn, converges to R(x). The 
same is true for the case g, Q + 0, discussed below. The actual computations 
of the approximations to functionals of X( .), or to solutions of (1.3) will still 
be done using the law of the chain. The interpolation is used only for the 
theoretical arguments in the convergence proofs. 
Define zh(x) = u(x) a’(x) + h!(x) = ,&(x) - f(x) f ‘(x) (Ath(x))2 = Zh(x) - 
m:+, - Snh I 5%" = 4 . M2+, - tnh 1 tnh = ~1)‘. Owing to the nature of 
the interpolation th(.), the (mean)2 term does not appear in the expression for 
the quadratic covariation. 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume (Al.l), (A1.2), andjix &h = th(0) = x.Letg(., .) = 0. 
Then we can write 
where 
Sh(t) = x + Fh(t> + Bh(t), (8.3) 
Fh(t) = stf (Sh(4) & 
0 
Bh(t) = lot [dSh(s) - f(f”(s)) ds] = Lt dBh(s), 
and Bh(.) is a martingale with quadratic covariation 
The sequence {p(.), Fh( .), Bh(.)} is tight on P[O, co), und for any weakly con- 
vergent subsequence, with limit denoted by &.), F(.), B(.), there is a Wiener process 
W( .) such that .f( e), B( .) are nonanticipative with respect to W( .) and 
E(t) = x + F(t) + B(t) = x + Jotf (E(s)) ds + Jot &C(s)) dW(s). (8.4) 
409/w3-I7 
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There is a martingale process WI{(.) with quadratic covariation I . t such that 
Bh(t) = j” &?(t)) dWh(4 + E”(t) + j” [6&?(s)) - u((~(s))] dW”(s), (8.5) 
0 0 
where the last two processes in (8.5) tend to the xero process weakly, as h + 0, and 
6,(x) 6”‘(x) = zh(s), eh(x) --+ u(x) as h + 0. The sequence { Wh(.)} is tight. Also, 
any weak limit, W(.), is a Wiener process with the properties of the W(.) above. 
Under (A1.3), the limit t(.) is the unique solution to (1.1) (in the sense of distribu- 
tions). 
Proof. The proof is close to that given for the original interpolation in [3, 
Chaps. 6.3 and 6.61, and only an outline will be given. 
Part 1. Equation (8.3) holds by the definitions. Fix h. Note that 
E[Sh(t + A) - th(t) I I’“, thw = 4 = (J(x) 44> & + 44 
(- o(A) + conditional (on a jump) average change in t”(.) over the interval 
(t, t + A] times conditional probability of jump, which is (A/Ash(x)) + o(A)) 
from which the martingale property of B*(.) follows. The quadratic covariation 
formula follows from 
E[(Bh(t + A) - Bh(t)) (B*(t + A) - S(t))’ 1 B’“(t), e”(t) = x] 
= EKth(t + A) - th(t)) (5*(t + A) - t”(t))’ I ah(t), Eh(t) = x] +- o(A) 
= z’,@> 44 (&I + O(A). 
Part 2. The tightness of Fh(.) is obvious, together with the fact that any 
weak limit must be continuous w.p.1. The proof for {Bh(.)} closely follows that 
of [3, Theorem 6.3.11. In particular, if there is a real K such that, for each 
T > S, 
E j Bh(T) - Bh(S)14 < K(T - S)z + O(h), W) 
then, using the martingale property of Bh(.), we get both tightness and continuity 
of all limits, as in [3, Chap. 61. For notational convenience, suppose that Bh(.) 
is scalar valued. 
We will evaluate 
by evaluating the four quantities (a)-(d). The lhs of (8.6) is bounded above by a 
constant times the sum of (a)-(d). Note that B*(.) has an absolutely continuous 
component, and a pure jump component. 
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(c) E j; [dBh(t)13 j; dBh(s). 
(d) is clearly bounded above by some K/r4 times the average number of 
jumps in [S, T], which is less than (T - S) K/h2, for some real K. The quantity 
(a) is zero, by the orthogonality of the increments of Bh(.). The quantity (b) 
equals, for some real K, 
< K2(T - S12. 
Quantity (c) is bounded above by 
E j; WW [WW + (j; dB”(s))2] , 
which we can bound by using the results for (b) and (d). 
Putting all the estimates together yields (8.6) for some real K. 
Thus, {.$h(.), B”(.)} is tight. Let h index a convergent subsequence with limit 
t(.), B(a). By the method of Theorem 6.3.2 of [3], it can be shown that B(.) is a 
continuous martingale with quadratic covariation si 2a(t(s)) ds, and that (8.4) 
holds for a Wiener process with the asserted properties. 
Part 3. The proof of the assertion concerning the representation (8.5) is 
close to that given in [3, Chap. 6.61, for a similar result. Let 4”(e) denote a 
standard F-valued Wiener process, which is independent of r(.). Choose 
measurable diagonal Dh(.) and orthonormal Ph(.) matrices such that &(x) = 
s(x) Dh2(x) ph’(x), where G&(X) = ph(x) &(x) + u(x) as h + 0. Define 
&(t) = Zh(Eh(t)), Ph(t) = P(gh(t)) and Dh(t) = &(fh(t)). 
Let (dl(t),..., d,(t)) denote the diagonal elements of &(t). Choose 01 E (0, 1). 
Define the diagonal matrices l&+(t), of’(t), Dhr(t), resp., as the matrices with 
ith diagonal elements d;‘(t) If+,,,) , 
Define WV,t) by Wh(0) = 0 and 
d?(t) 4dL~t)>ha) and 4(t) &w.~I , rev. 
dWh(t) = D;+(t) P/(t) d@(t) + (I - DhT(t) D;+(t)) d@(t). 
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Then (8.5) follows fromlo 
dP(t) = Pa(t) Da(t) dWYt) + dP(t) = u&yt)) dWh(t) + dP(t), 
where Eh(.) is a process which tends weakly to the zero process as h -+ 0. The 
assertions concerning the tightness of { IV( .)I, th e nonanticipative property of 
IV(.), and the representation Ji a([(~)) dW( s are all similar to the proofs of the ) 
related assertions in [3, Chap. 6.61, and are omitted. Q.E.D. 
In [3, Chaps. 8 and 91, to prove optimality of the limit of the costs for the 
discretized problems, it was frequently necessary to “discretize” an arbitrary 
control for the continuous process X(.), and then to apply this to the discrete 
model. The IV(.) obtained in this Section can be used instead of the kV(,) of 
those theorems (e.g., [3, Theorem 8.2.41, etc.). 
The genera2 case (g, Q + 0). Of the several ways in which a Markov f”(.) 
can be defined, we will develop one that is particularly easy to relate to formulas 
such as (2.4), (2.5), and (3.5). Pure jump right continuous processes Ah(*), 
Jh(.), and t”(.) will be defined such that 
(8.7) 
Dejke dth(x) = h2/Qh(x). Note that %(x) is defined as AP(x) was in Case I 
above, but not as AP(x) was in Sections 2-7. The processes are defined by the 
following relations. Let S(t) denote the set {.$h(s), Ah(s), J&(s), s < t}. All o(.) 
are uniform in W, t, but not necessarily in h. 
P(2 or more jumps of {Ah(.), J”(a)} in (t, t + A] 1 S(t)} = o(A), (8.8a) 
P{Ah(*) jumps in (t, t + A] 1 S(t), &t) = x} = A/xh(x) + o(A), 
(8.8b) 
P{Jh(.) jumps in (t, t + A] 1 S(t)} = CA + o(A). (8.8c) 
Let ri and cri denote the ith jump times of Ah(.) and Jh(.), resp. Then let 
P{kqT<) - Ah(,r-) = y 1 S(Ti-), Ti , p(Ti-) = x} = pyx, y), (8.8d) 
P{J’(Ui) - J”(Ui-) = (jl’h,*.*jj~‘h)l S(Oi-), Ui 9 (“(Ui-) = X} 
(8.8e) 
c qX,jl ,...,A), 
(i,, ..,j, corresp. to j,‘, . ..i,‘) 
(see Section 2). Note that (8.8e) allows jumps of I”(.) of zero magnitude, as in 
Sections 2 to 4. 
lo dE’(t) is defined analogously to the cnh above (6.6.6) in [3]. 
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Suppose that th(.) jumps at t, with t”(t) = [“(t+) = x. Then t”(.) is constant 
until the next jump. The interval until the next jump is the smallest of two 
random variables, one exponentially distributed with mean l/c, the second 
exponentially distributed with mean z&(x). Thus, given s(t) with f*(t) = x, 
the probability that the next jump after t is that of J*(.), rather than that of 
Ah(.), is 
B(X) c 
1 + Z(x)c’ 
which is precisely p”(x) (see (2.3a)). Thus, the probability that J”(.) jump next 
is just the probability that the change in e”,,, - t-h (given (6,” = x} and using 
(2.3a)) is due to the “jump component” of the process ffih}. 
The average (conditioned on s(t), t”(t) = ) t x ime until the next jump after t 
of th(.) is 
B(X) 
&h(X) + 1 
(8.10) 
which is precisely the dth(x) of Section 2. Let {ui} denote the jump times of 
th(.). Then the distribution of gh(q+r) - eh(z+), given t”(q) = x, is the same 
as that of f%+, - tnh given &,h = x. This, together with the expression for the 
conditional average waiting time (&lo), implies that (3.5) remains the solution to 
(2.4), where th(.) * h p 1s t e recess just constructed, and ph its escape time from Gh . 
Thus, the new interpolation makes sense, for our purposes. It is clearly a Markov 
jump process, and can be used to study the limit of V(x), and of other func- 
tionals of the chain, provided that th(.) --f X(.) in distribution, as h + 0, and 
(A1.3) holds. 
Using the definition of Bh( *) and Fh( .) of Case I above, and letting E”(O) = x, 
i?“(t) = x + Jtf(P(4, ds + Bh(t) + Jh(t). (8.11) 
n 
Let Qh(., .) denote a Poisson measure (with corresponding Poisson process 
Qh(.)) satisfying (A1.2). Then we can assume that Jh(.) has the representation 
(8.12) 
where @“(a) ---f zero process weakly, as h --f 0, and fh(.) is nonanticipative with 
respect to &A(.). The J?(e) re p resents only the indefinite sums of the difference 
between the jumps in the integral in (8.12) and the points on the grid Gh to 
which our convention assigns these points; e.g., the assigned point is (j,‘h,..., 
j,‘h), if the jump is in the bax b*( j, ,... ,i,.). We can assume the form (8.12) in 
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the sense that there are processes th(.), @(.), *4*(.) satisfying the properties 
below (8.12) and such that (8.8) continues to hold and where [“( .) is defined by 
P(t) = x + A”(t) + (j-g(E”(s-), c+p(dct x ds) + P(t), 
.4h(t) = P(t) + B”(t), 
(8.13) 
and the (t”( .), P( .), Bh( .), J”( ,) + &( .)) in (8.13) induce the same measure on 
W[O, co) as does the set in (8.11) (with @(.) deleted). The only purpose of 
&h(., .) is to generate the jumps of Jh(.), according to the appropriate distribu- 
tion Define IV(.) as in Case I above. 
THEOREM 8.2. Assume (Al.l)-(AI .2). L)eJine th(.), Fk(.), Bh(.), J”(.) (and 
@.), &r(.), where appropriate) by the construction leading to either (8.11) or 
(8.13). The assertions of Theorem 8. I concerning Bk(.) and Wk(.) continue to hold. 
The processes above are all tight, and Eh(.) + zero process, Qk(.) ---f Poisson 
process &(.), weakly as h + 0. Let h index a convergent subsequence of the other 
processes, with limit Q.), I’(.), B(.), J(.). Th ere exists a Wiener process W(.) 
(which can be the limit of Wh(.)) such that 
t(t) = x + IOtf (5(s)) ds + B(t) f J(t), 
where 
B(t) = It 43s)) dW(s), ‘0 
and ~3.)~ B(.), J(.) (and &(.I, h w ere a ro rza e are nonanticipative with respect PP P . t ) 
to W( .). Indeed, &( .) and W( .) are independent. 
The process J( -) has the same properties as the J( .) in Section 4. In the case of the 
construction (8.13) and if g( ., .) is continuous, 
J(t) = ,X1‘m, 4&(d~ x 4, all t, w.p.1. 
Under (Al .3), the limit &.), under either construction, induces the same measure on 
D[O, co) as does the solution of (1.1). 
The proof is a combination of those of Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.2, and 8.1 and is 
omitted. 
Under (Al.3) and (A1.4), the processes of this section and that of Section 3 
are asymptotically weakly equivalent to (1.1). The process of this section is 
clearly Markov. The results of Section 7 hold without (A1.4). The process in 
(3.5) can be replaced by that of (8.11) or (8.13). Equation (3.5) holds for the 
interpolation of Section 3 even if (Al .4) d oes not hold, but in that case, the weak 
limits of those interpolations are not necessarily equivalent to (1.1). 
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9. OPTIMAL STOPPING PROBLEMS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
First, we prove a result which is useful to show that a control or stopping 
time is suitably nonanticipative. Let p(.), Q(.), w(.), and Y be processes with 
paths in some Dp[O, co), and a random variable, such that Q(.) is a Poisson 
process with the properties of (Al.l), w(.) is a Wiener process and, for each 
integer b and bounded continuous f,(.) and each t > s (a given number) and 
real numbers tl ,..., t, < t, let 
Efl(Y)f2(Q(ti), w(tJ, dtd, i < 4 (w(t + 4 - w(t)) = 0, 24. 3 0, (9-l) 
~fl(Y)h(Q(td, w(h), dti), i < b) 44 4 = 0, u 3 0, 
A(t, u) = (w(t + 24) - w(t)) (w(t + 24) - w(t))’ - UI, 
(9.2) 
{Q(s + 4 - Q(s), u b 01 is independent of {QW, 44, ~(4, u G s, J-7. 
(9.3) 
THEOREM 9.1. Under the above assumptions with s = 0, Q(.), w( .) have 
independent increments. In gekral (Q(s + u) - Q(s), w(s + u) - W(U), u 3 01 is 
independent of {Q(u), w(u), p(u), u < s, Y>. 
Proof. Since the first assertion follows from the second, only the second will 
be proved. Let a,, = s and {uj ,j 3 1) denote the jump times of Q(.) on (s, T], 
where T is an arbitrary number >s. Let h( .) and y(.) denote vector-valued 
bounded continuous functions on [0, T], and let v denote a vector. Define 
A(t) = exp i [v’Y + jO’ h’(u) dW(u) + sbq’(u) do(u)] . 
By the assumption (9.1)-(9.2), W(A) is a martingale and a Wiener process on 
[s, T] with respect to {‘3(t), t > } s , w h ere q(t) = g(Y, w(u), Q(u), P(U), u < t). 
Also, the ai are stopping times with respect to {3(t), t 3 s}. 
We have 
44 = 4s) + c v(uj-) - 4%l>l + c [Jq) - A(q)]. 
i>l i>l 
0, <t o&t 
By Ita’s lemma, the first sum is (A(u-) can be replaced by A(u) here) 
2 [11 A(K) [ih’(u) dw(u) - v du] . 
OjQ 
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The second sum is 
o&t 
= it (exp i [v’Y + [ h’(u) &(u)] d, [exp i If q’(u) dQ(~)j) . 
s 
Define E(t) = &4(t). Then, (9.1)-(9.3) imply that 
E(t) = E(s) + JT E(u) [ - T + c(%(u) - l)] du, (9.4) 
where 
%2(t) = E exp in’ X, 
where X has the distribution of Q(a$) - Q(uj-), the jump in Q(.). The unique 
solution to (9.4) is 
E(t) = E(s) exp [lt F du + Jqt c(@(u) - 1) du] . (9.5) 
The result follows from the product form of the characteristic func- 
tional in (9.5), since the exponential term is the characteristic functional of 
{w(s + u) - w(s), Q(s + u) - Q(s), 0 < u < t - 4. Q.E.D. 
Applications of Theorem 9.1. Let &(.), W( *) denote the limits in the past 
sections. Set s = 0, and drop Y, set &( .) = Q(-), W(.) = w( .), [(.) = p( .). 
Equations (9.1)-(9.3), and the assumptions above them, follow by the type of 
weak convergence arguments used in the proof of [3, Theorems 6.3.2 and 6.6.11. 
In Theorem 6.3.2, the t(si) (with or without the superscript h) are to be replaced 
by &i), Q(4, Wi) ( wit or without the superscript h). h 
Theorem 9.1 is the analog-for our jump case-of [3] Theorem 8.2.1 and 
Corollary 8.2.1. These theorems were used to show that certain limits of optimal 
controls or stopping times for optimal control or stopping problems on con- 
trolled forms of (&*), actually converged to nonanticipative times and controls 
for the limiting controlled process. The same thing is done here. For example, 
in the context of [3, Corollary 8.2.11, we would set Y = It,,<,) , where p is the 
limit of the “approximate” stopping times, and show (9.1)-(9.3) by weak con- 
vergence arguments as in [3]. 
The technique in [3], for proving optimality of a limiting control or stopping 
time, involved comparing the cost under the optimal policy for each controlled 
chain {tnh} to the cost under a “discretized” form of a policy for the controlled 
dif-J!usion. The same thing is done here. We only illustrate the analog of the 
technique of [3, Theorem 8.2.41, to which the reader is referred. The remarks 
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below will suggest the necessary alterations to the other policy discretization 
techniques of [3, Chaps. 8 and 91. 
Let 7 < T denote a stopping time for (1 .l) which is a functional of w(.), Q(.). 
Let 0 < 6 < A < T with A/S = 4, an integer. Let ,5+Yzd(w, Q) denote the smallest 
u-algebra which measures {w(2), Q(2), iS < nd}. Define 
pi(S, A) = UT I @A@, Q>l, 2.2 1, 
and 
If ~(8, A), or any other stopping time, is not defined at some W, set it equal to T 
there. Let the decision sets for ~(6, A) be A@, A) E Riq(r+r’) (i.e., ~(6, A) = id if 
MjS), Q(jS),jS < W E Ai@, 4). 
For each 6 > 0, there are sets Ai6(S, A) and A&S, A), which are open and 
closed, resp., and which satisfy: 
T WO4, Q(.$),js < W E &(s, A) - 4,& A)) < E. 
For each i, there is an open set, &(S, A), containing A&, A), and whose 
closure is in AiE(S, A), and such that 
P((w( jS), Q( jS), jS 6 id) E bi’~(S, A)} = 0. 
These sets {&(S, A)} are used to get the approximate stopping times, just as the 
Bin were in the reference. Define 
,‘$ = {v E R”a(f+f’): o E &(S, A), o 6 &(S, A) x R(i-i)@(r+r’), j < i>, 
Define 
e(S, A) = id if {w( jS), Q( jS), jS < id} E C,c, 
=T if not otherwise defined. 
The ~~(8, A) with ( Wh( jS), &h( jS)) substituted for (w( jS), Q( jS)) is the appro- 
priate discretized comparison stopping time for {tmh}. The rest of the develop- 
ment is as in the reference, except that E --+ 0 here replaces a--f co there. 
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